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1. Dear Friends and Colleagues,

It is an honor and a great pleasure to contribute this guest editorial to Indian Journal of conservative dentistry and endodontics. The art of publishing research which I believe is essential as it reflects value and goals to researchers across the globe to put forward their views on particular topic. Penning down your scientific knowledge and data in organized manner is one of the best ways to put forward your views on particular topic.

As it is observed from centuries, impact of research findings is not limited by borders by sharing of evidences through scientific publication we can bring a change in global health. Research and publication compliment teaching and training, health care and public health works. When we publish our Research we actually give closure to our scientific quest and search regarding specific topic.

Advantages of sharing scientific knowledge with our peers, contemporaries and students brings a long term benefits of mutual exchange of views on particular topic. Second a published paper is the crowning glory for all the hard work put in by the researchers which help other researchers in designing their research project. Innovative research ideas in a young minds may kindle a spark which can be stepping stone in their research activities. I feel every research has something to teach starting from methodology to discussion and even conclusion. I think if a research article is studied properly can be catalyst to new research ideas for fellow investigator.

Third important thing scientific writing is considered to be an art, with expression of unique creative ideas of every single researcher. The in depth ideas expressed will showcase the expertise on particular topic which inspires the curious minds to ask many questions related to various techniques and steps followed. This stimulates a very important quality in people involved in scientific activities such as critical thinking and evaluation.

Eventually I would be of opinion that publication is both persuasive and motivational. It lights spark of new ideas in students, colleagues, coworkers in various ways. At personal and at institutional level it brings feel good factor due to publicity and appreciation one receives from his colleagues. Publication is considered as ladder to climb the institutional designations for career growth and enhancement.

In conclusion publishing a research is an act of sharing novel ideas with your fellow researchers which gives immense pleasure and sense of fulfillment as your research can be stepping stone in bringing radical change in thought process of some fellow researchers.
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